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ABSTRACT

The Navy Clothing and Textile Research Unit (NCTRU) has developed a

buoyant-ballistic protective vest which provides inherent buoyancy by the
use of three plies of 1/4-inch unicellular, polyethylene foae totalling
approximately 12 ounces. Designed primarily for Naval crews subjected to

•. enemy shelling, the vest affords ballistic protection by employing six
plies of ballistic nylon cloth in front of eight plies of a lightweight,
needlepunched, polypropylene felt. In addition, each of the two ballistic
assemblies are encapsulated in eight §l vinyl film to prevent wetting-out

and to impart added buoyancy. Ballistic tests have shown the new vest to

have equivalent ballistic protection to the nylon cloth vest, and poolS~J
tests have shown excellent buoyancy characteristics. A user evaluation

of a Model I buoyant-ballistic vest reported that improvement3 in comfort i
and basic vest design were necessary and recommended changes. A redesigned
Model II vest, which provides excellent buoyancy, was developed, user

tested, and conditionally accepted.
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THE DEVELOPMENT 01" A 1UJOYATJf-I3ALLISTlC

VEST FOP NAVAL FORCES

INTRODUCTI ON

The Navy's area of responsibility has been expiandcd to include
shoreline and river patrol dv.ties. Because patrol boats offer excellent
targets from the shore, crews arc subjected to shclling and to mortar and
hand-grenade attacks and are harassed by small arms fire. These small
boats afford the crews limited protection from hostile attacks. The mission
of the boats requires that they be constructed of lightweight materials
for maximum maneuverability close to the shore. The low gunwale of the
boats expose th9 crews to shoreline fire while the small. deck area restricts
them from protecting themselves. If their boats are sunk, crews are in.
danger of possible drowning due to wearing excessively negL.tive buoyant
equipment or of becoming dazed or rendered unconscious by exploding shells.

As a result, the Navy Clothing and Textile Research Unit (NCTEU) was
assigned the task of developing a buoyant-ballistic protective vest by
the Naval Ordnance Systems Command. The vest design was based rv that
of the 12-layer ballistic nylon cloth vest and the followinf ,e-. zacal
characteristics were requested:

(a) Same area coverage as the nylon cloth vest
(b) Same ballistic limit as the nylon cloth vest
(c) AveraFC veidbt of 9.5 pounds for a sIze mediuai vet
(d) Minimum buoyancy of 30 pounds, of which 20 pounds should be

inherent for emergency flotation.

Basc on these characteristkcs, ballistic protective vests were
engineered with built-in buoyancy, forwarded to Vietnain Naval personn
for evaluation and conditionally approved. It was, however, considered
desirable to continue research and developmernt work to obtain improved
ballistic protection assemblies, new lighter weight materials, significant
reduction in thickness and a modified design for improved fit, comfort and
mobility.

T-he purpose of this report is to discuss the development of ballistic
protective , fibrous material assemblies and the design and evaluation of
the buoyant-ballistic vest.

MATER IALS

Along with the standard, woven-nylon cloth the polypropylene fiber
and felt structure was chosen because previous results (1) sho-wed that
the fiber should possess high tenacity and elongation at rupture and that
low-density felt structures demonstrated good ballistic-resistance charac-
teristics--fiber-to-fiber friction, fiber straightening and transverse
elongation. NCTRU personnel obtained the following types of fibrous
materials for this development work.



Ballistic Materials

Polypropylene needle-punched felts, obtained from Troy Mills, Inc.,
Troy, New Hlampshire, were constructed from Herculon type 20, polypropylene
fiber. The fiber was delivered to Troy Mills containing an anti-static
finish, which has been retatned in the finished ballistic felts. The
primary physical characteristics for type 20 fiber are listed as follows:

1 3 denier per filament
2 2-1/2-inch staple length
3. 5.5 grams per denier breaking s-rength
4. 30% breaking elongation

Individual properties for ail experimental felts and felt assemblies
are shov.%n in Tables I through

Needle felting was the method used to mechanically interlock loose
fibers to form a felt nap or fabric. (Figure 1 shows the basic components
of the needie-fel-:ing machine.) All of the experimental felts constructed
for this study were gvVen one pass, front and back, through the needling
machine to produce felts witn balanced constructions and reduced thick-
ness. Cold calendering was accomplished by passing the finished felt
between rollers under pressure.

Nylon ballistic cloth, for armor conforming to Military Specification
MIL-C-12369, is of the same type employed in the standard nylon cloth vest
and obtained from Government stock. Physical characteristics are listed
below:

i Weight: 14 0 ounces per square yard (tol. + 1.0 - 0.5 oz.)
2. Warp and filliig yarns: 1050 denier, mustifitament, 3 to 4

tuons per inch, "z" twist
3. Two-by-two bjasket weave
4. Yarns per inch ýMin.): 46 warp by 42 filling
5. The ballistic limit, V50, for 12 layers of unbonded cloth is

nor less than 1225 feet per secoad when tested in accordance
with MIL-STD-662, Ballistic Acceptance Test Method for Personal
Armor Mater ial

Bujyar,: Material

njilyethylene foam was chosen because
it has inherent buoyancy and :zn'ains skzn on both sides fnor nnnimun

water absorption. it has a lis'ed dens6ity of 2.0 to 2-6 lbs/at 3 and a
buoyancy value -f 55 lbs!,ft ,2). Laboratory test data on 1/4-in,]* foam,
from production runs, show an a;erage buoyancy of 21 lbIs/lb mi teri'iK.,
indicating that the densc..y of eoiuicrcially available foam is apjrcdi-
mutely 2.6 lbs/ft 3 . Accordingly, these figuires were used to esi.ablish
the total ounces of foax. to be used in the buoyant-ballistic v s:..

Polyethylene foams with thickness of 112 and 3/! ýnches were tested
and also exhibited buloyancy result.s of 21 lbsý/lb material--equal to
results obtained for the /I/'-injch Icam. The 1i2- and 3/4-inch-thick
foams were rot used, howe-er, because, vith oncreasing thickness,

' • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I



unicellular, polyethylene foam becomes stiff and boardy and thus unaccept-
able for use in garments. Accordingly, layers of 1/4-inch foam were
chosen which showed the minimum number of design problems when fabricated
and used in the protective vest.

Test Procedures

Ballistic tests were performed by the Paval Weapons Laboratory,
Light Armor Division, Dahlgren, Virginia, in accordance with Military
Standard, MIL-STD-662, Ballistic Acceptance Test Method for Personal Armor
Material. (The ballistic limit, V50, is defined as the velocity at which
the prooability of penetration of an armored material by a tcst projectile
is 50%.) This test method was followed fo- all ballistic limit results
reported.

Buoyancy tests, run by NCTRU personnel, were conducted by: (1) immersing
the sample in fresh water at room temperature; and, (2) weighing it (in
ounces) while it hung static from a direct reading scale.

The procedure was to attach the proper amount of scuba lead weights
(ballast) to a length of webbing and immerse it in water. The immersed
ballast was hung from a scale and the observed reading was reported as the
'weight of ballast in water. The ballast was then attached to the sample
in such a manner as to cause it to sink Vertically below the water surface.
The submerged sample was positioned so that the top was approximately 2
inches below the water surface. The weight of the sample and this ballast
in water was then reported. The buoyancy of the sample in water was
deduced by subtracting the • L toLai weignt in water from that of the ballast
aloi.e. if the total weight in water is lower than the balJast weight,
the resulting answer is known as positive buoyancy; if the resulting
answer is higher, it is called negative buoyancy.

Discussion of Results for Ballistic Materials

The development of ballistic protective, fibrous assemblies was under-
taken with a minimum number of guidelines. It was requested that the
protective assembly be equal in ballistic limit to 12 plies of rylon cloth
and that a size medium vest should weigh about 9-1/2 pounds. (Final
thickness of the ballistic assembly and design of the vest would control
the thickness and weight of foam employed.) Based on preliminary tests
and with the realization that overall vest thickness was a major charactcr-
istic to be controlleda maximum thickness of 1.5 inches for new ballistic
assemblies was established. After considering the additional weight
necessary to develop proper buoyancy in the protective vest (foam, leg
straps, buckles, etc.), technical personnel decided that the areal density
of the new ballistic assembly would have to be significantly less than
that of the 12 plies of nylon cloth. Reduced weight is not only necessary
to offset the weight introduced by the addition of buoyancy, but also
desirable because of the heat 1)ad stress on Navy personnel in hot, humid
climates.

One area of the vest where a significant weight reduction could be
achieved was in the replacement of the lu-ounce, ballistic, nylon cloth
with lighter weight, ballistic materials. Previous studies with light-
weight, fibrous, needle-punched, felt constructions reported that good

13



ballistic results could be achieved (3, 4). The studies were conducted
on low-teracity fibers for use in cold-wea~her clothing.

Commercially available, polypropylene, need.ie-punched felts were
obtained at various weights and thicknesses and test firingEs were performed
on felt assed;tblies. Table I data show that, except for the 20 oz/ft 2

assembly, the tested materials afforded improved ballistic resistance as
areal density increased. The 20 oz/ft 2 assembly shows a reduced ballistic
limit with increased weight, which is primarily due to the uase ci a highly
calendered 12 oz/yd 2 felt. To meet the minimum ballistic requirement of
1,225 feet per second, however, thickness and weight became critical
properties. Ballistic limits greater than 1,300 feet per second were
reported, but these limits were shown only by assemblies with thicknesses
above 1.5 inches or with areal densities of' approximately 19 oz/ft 2 , equal
to the 12 plies of nylon cloth.

Polypropylene felts alone were not acceptable for use in a buoyant-
ballistic vest. Table I daTa show that heavier and thicker felt assemblies
were necessary to provide acceptabie balliztic limits. Consequently, new
ballistic assemblies were prepared for test firing, using ballistic nylon
cloth in conjunction with b-5 oziyd2 polypropylene felt (uncalendered)
and 1/h-inch, unicellular, polyethylene foam. These assemblies were
prepared to combine the good bailistic properties of the thinner nylon
cloth with the lighter weight felt. Accordingly, a wcight redaction cculd
be achieved which would allow tor the addit.on of inherently buoyant
foam in the fin.ished vest.

Table Il data shecw the blaiistic protection afforded when the plies
are varied and the position of candidate ballistic and buoyant materials
are altered. Positioning of the polyethylene ±oEn >ehind the ballistic
assemblies appears necessary. The foam shows a deiet.nrious effect on
the ballistic limit when placed in fror.t of or between the assemblies
(C and F). The optimur combinution of ballistic materials, as shown in
Table II, appears to be 6 plies of nylon cloth positioned in front of 8
plies of polypropylene felt (B), because this assembly possesses a
ballistic limit of 1,192 feet per second as compared with 1,181 feet
per second for 12 plies of the nylon cloth ýA/. it. should be noted that
the ballistic limit of nylon clDth varies between rolls. For example, a
significantly higher ballistic iimrm . f 1,300 fcct pei- stcujzd was
previously obtained from 12 plies of nylon cloth taken from a different
roll. Accordingly, when a nylon cloth assembly f1tro a previous roll was
test-fired in conjunction with 8 1)1ieC ,I. polypropylene felt, a ballistic
limit of 1,294 feet per second was reported (see Table V).

Table Ill data show good ballistic _imit correlation for felt
azssemblies prepared from nine individual roils of aelt. A maximum scatter
of 64 feet per second was reported, which can be considered insignificant.

Before Table 1V and V results are examined, it is important to
understand the changes tnav might occur in the balliscic limits of
assemblies when the plies af nominal 4.5 oz/ydc polypropylene felt in
conjunction, with 6 plies of nylon cloth are progressively inrcased.
and when Lhe fiber mobility and thickness of' teil: ij- decreased. (if
increasing the plies of felt significantly increaeu ballistic limits,
,an increase in thickness and weight of the final. ssembly might be

44b



justified.) A decrease in fiber mobility and thickness of felt can be

achieved in two ways: first, by increasing the depth of needling and
needle penetrations per square inch; second, by calendering. In either
case, the finished felt becomes thinner with decreasing fiber mobility.
Past experience indicates that limiting the fiber mobility reduces ballistic
resistance (5); however, if this reduction is not significant, denser, but
less thick, felts may be considered for use in the buoyant-ballistic vest.

Table IV data show the ballistic protection afforded when the plies
of ballistic felt are increased in conjunction with six plies of nylon
cloth. The data indicate that the ballistic limit does not increase pro-
portionally with the increasing plies of felt. Doubling the polypropylene
felt from 8 to 16 plies increases the ballistic limit by only 89 feet per
second. The slight benefit derived is questionable when increased ballistic
resistance, exhibited by 16 plies of felt, is compared with markedly
increased weight and thickness.

Table V data show the effect on the ballistic limit of felt and nylon
cloth assemblies when the fiber mobility and thickness of the polypropylene
felt is decreased. For evaluation purposes, areal density can be considered
equal for all tested assemblies. Differences in thickness are attributed
to the progressive increase in needle penetrations per square inch and to
the calendering operation. Assembly No. 204, with the least amount of
fiber manipulation, shows a ballistic limit of 1,331 feet per second. As
the fibers are further interlocked by increased needling, the ballistic
limit decreases to 1,178 feet per second for assembly No. 41438 in which
the individual felt plies contained 1,900 needle penetrations per square
inch. Further increase in density of the fel `fth a corrispunding decrease

OL in fiber mobilivy reduced the ballistic limit of assembly No. 4143?--C to

1,131 feet per second. From the limited testing performed, at shown by
results listed in Table V, it can be concluded That felts containing the
least needle penetrations without calendering will give the highest ballistic
limits.

Observational insight gained from this experimental prcgram, as well
as pertinent literature (1, 3, 4, 5), suggested the necessary physical
characteristics whiuh a buoyant-ballistic, protective, fabric system, for
use in a finished vest, should encompass. An assembly of six plies of i!
oz/yd2 nylon cloth in conjunction with eight plies of a need]e-Tiunched

Spolyir-ojpylene felt, bath the nylon asseZlly in front of the felt, appears
to be the optimum combination. The fclL should weigh )1.5 oz/yd 2 + 0.5
ounce, contain anproxamately 350 needle penetrations per .,quare inch with
a finished thickness of 0.150 inch, and be constructed with a balanced
needling and a soft hand and be uncalendored. The completed baliistic
assemoly should weigh about 1h.7 oz/ft 2 and be about 1.145 inches thick.
The inherently buoyant foam should be placed behind the ballistic assembliesi
and, to protect the fibrous bo ullictic assemblies from wetting-out, they
shoald be scaled in ind-v~dual, 8-mi], vinyl Lags. (Sealing the ballistic
ussemblies in sclarHite vinyl : Jr lgs will jrovnoe a significant degice of
flotation. )i viding tht, f'; ot at or i t'Itv ic I tw : itr:• W i wi]. protect the
air-bag sy:3tem against total joss (2i flwution u ue to accidental rutuic J
of one of the bugs. )

LI



ri
DISCUSSION OF VESTS

Model I Vest

Design. The newly engineered, buoyant-ballistic assembly was used in
the Model I vest The ballistic assembly was significantly lighter (about
l4.7 oz/ft 2 ) than the standard 12 plies of nylon cloth (about 19 oz/ft 2 ).
Although lighter, it was thicker than the standard, because of the suabsti-
tution of eight plies of polypropylene felt (1.2 inches) for six plies of
nyl-n cloth (0.174 inch). Inserting this thicker ballistic package into
the- -ame size of outer shell liner as the 12-ply, nylon, cloth vest was
found to be impractical. The problem was further compounded by the addition
of three plies of 1/4-inch, polyethylene foam for inherent buoyancy.

The design question was also aggravated by the extreme limitation
placed on the configuration of the ballistic assemblies--the restriction of
having to fit them into a four-size-range vinyl bag (small, medium, large
and extra-large). Since the fabrication of water-tight vinyl bags to con-
tain the ballistic assemblies depends on custom-made, heat-sealing dies,
the design and development of new dies would have been costly. Therefore,
existing dies were utilized. Accordingly, it was determined that the outer
shell liner would be used with a vinyl bag that was one size smaller than
the outer shell. Each assembly (one polypropylene felt, one nylon cloth)
was encapsulated in individual bags (two bags per vest) (Figure 2). It was
considered that, if the outer vinyl bag, containing the ballistic nylon
cloth, was rendered useles-, the inner bag containing the polypropylene
felt would continue providing buoyancy along with the inherent polyethylene
foam.

The design of the ballistic assemblies used in the initial Model I
prototype vests proved unsatisfactory. The outer vinyl bag containtng the
ballistic nylon cloth ended five to six inches too short in the back due
to considerable linear take-up of the bag when configurated into a curve
over the shoulder of the wearer. The lack of complete ballistic coverage,
however, was compensated for by the stitching of six plies of nylon cloth
six inches in width across the bottom of the inner felt assembly (Figure 2).

Stability of the individually encapsulated ballistic asse.nblies inside
the outer shell liner was found unreliable. A positive attachment of th•
assemblies to the vest could not be obtained because of the profile design
of the liner which had no reinforcement strips or facings. Innovations
were tried, such as tie-cords and edge-tacking, but were found unsatisfactory.
The vinyl bags could not be stitched to the liner, to prevent excessive
shifting, because the needle punctures would have destroyed the airtight
integrity of the vinyl bags. The problem was resolved by heat-sealing the
perimeters cf the two vinyl bags together by the use of 1/2-inch bar-seals.

The design for the 1/4-inch foam consisted of three plies of split
front/back panels, connected over the shoulders (f'igure 3). The foam
panels were inserted into the liner after the vest vas made but before
the bottom seams were closed. The M)dol I vest had two bellows pockets
(with flaps closed by snap fasteners), a collar and elastic side laces
for individual adjustment. The front opening consisted of a slide fastener
covered by a 1 2-layer, ballistic nylon flap and seccured by a full-length,
Vulcro tape fastener. Two nylon hold-down straps were added, to be secured



around the legs to prevent the vest from rising above the shoulders when the
wearer is floating. The straps were attached to the bottom of the vest at
each side by being threadel through a dee-ring and secured with a Velcro,
tape fastener. Adjustments were made by a slider buckle arrangement. Figure
4 shows the completed vest.

Figure 5 illustrates the positioning of the materials utilized in
manufacturing the vest and Table VI lists the materials and pertinent data
which show a total areal density of 19.4 oz/ft 2 .

Ballistic Results of New and Used Vests. Vests were manufactured by
means of the engineering design concepts and materials discussed in this
report, and they were then user evaluated. Three vests, returned after one
year's use, were forwarded with two new vests, to Naval Weapons Laboratory,
Dahlgren, Virginia, for test firir.g purposes. Table VII data show that the
ballistic limit was not compromised after extensive use in the field. Also,
the ballistic limit results were exceptionally high and equal to the results
for the standard 12-ply nylon cloth vest.

Buoyancy Results of New and Used Vests. Early in the development pro-
gram, it became apparent that, if the individual ballistic assemblies were
sealed in vinyl bags, over 20 pounds of buoyancy could be achieved. However,
this buoyancy was insufficient to meet the minimum requirement of 30 pounds.
It was also considered essential that the additional buoyancy needed to
meet this minimum requirement be obtained by the use of inherently buoyant
polyethylene foam. This was to assure continuing emergency flotation if
both the viylbag 5 Nwere punctured and rendered useless.

The Model I 'est was designed with the two ballistic assemblies, nylon
cloth and polyprop.-lene felt, in separately sealed vinyl bags and with 3
layers of 1/4-inch, unicellular, polyethylene foam. This design concept
was retained for all prototype work and in the final vests manufactured for

user evaluation. The weight of foam employed in a medium size vest was
approximately 12 ounces (total weight of foam will vary according to vest
size), which produced approximately 15 pounds of buoyancy. (Buoyancy for
the foam alone averaged 21 pounds per pound.)

'wo buoyant-ballistic, r•rnoeto+,r vc"-t, izc small, were received
from the field after a one-year use. To ascertain the loss of buoyancy
due to a permanent compression set. the foam was removed from the used
vests and laboratory tested. Table VIII data show that the l/lsinch
foam taken from vests A and B exhibited a loss in buoyancy of 3.3 and
4.5 pounds per pound foam, respectively, an average loss of 19 percent.
The initial 15 pounds of inherent buoyancy, contained in 12 ounces of
foam from a new vest, was reduced to 12.1 pounds buoyancy after one
year's use in the field.

The vest can lose buoyancy in two ways: first, if a permanent
compression set of the foam occurs, as noted above; second, if the
sealed vinyl bags are punctured. As most of the total vest buoyancy
is derived from the sealed bags, it was important to evaluate the loss
of buoyancy after they were punctured. A new vest, size medium, was
test fired with '19 rounds-.r •tribu.... fr. n+ and bach; 1,7 oun .... e

partial penetrations and 18 rounds were complete penetrations (Figure 6).
NCTRU personnel then tested the thoroughly punctured vest for buoyancy
by suspending it vertically from a scale in water. Table IX data show
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that the vest retained, afther one hour in the water, 20 pounds bcyancy,
56.4 percent of its oxiginal buoyancy. After 18 hours, there was no further

Analysis of buoyancy data (Tables VIII and IX) indicated the following:

(a) Initially, the vest contained 35 pounds of buoyancy.
(b) A vest containing multiple holes in both sealed bags lost

approximately 44 percent of its total buojancy, retaining an
average of 19-3/L pounds positive buoyancy (considered adequate .. -

to float a man, Figure 7).
S(c) An average additional loss of 3.9 pounds of buoyancy could bE.

anticipated after the vest was used, which further reduced total
buoyancy of the vest, containing ruptured vinyl bags, to 16.4 pounds -

(still considered adequate to float a man).

Field Evaluation of Model I Vest. The Model I vest was manufactured
in sizes small and medium and was user evaluated. The users reported
adequate buoyancy (Figure 8) but indicated the following disadvantages:

1. Zippers corroded and did not work.
2. Vest was too bulky.
3. Vest was very hot.
4. Vest made it difficult to shoulder-fire a weapon.
5. The design of the front/back split-foam panels made Navy personnel

doubt that the total area of the vest would offer ballistic pro-

tection. (Actually, no area was without equal ballistic protection.)
• .~

Model Ii Vest

Design. Based on user comments, the Model I vest was redesigned. The
front zipper closure was removed and replaced by two-inch-wide strips of
a Velcro tovqh-and-close fastener consisting of two overlapping flaps with
six plies of ballistic nylon fabric securely stitched to each one. The
reported difficulty of slhoulder-firing a weapon was due to excessive thick- I
ness in the shoulder area. Accordingly, the foam was redesigned as solid,
full-width panels and placed into the bottom two-thirds of the vest
(Figure 9). The foam weighed approximately 12 ounces and the total vest
buoyancy remained equal to the Model I vest, while the objectionable split-
foam design and shoulder thickness were eliminated. The position of the
side hold-down straps was moved to the bottom rear of each front panel.
The straps were now secured by a snap hook, dee-ring assembly. Adjustment
continued to be made by slider buckles. Snap fasteners provided quick
release of the straps.

In addition, the bellows pockets and grenade straps on the outer shell
liner were lowered to allow placement of shotgun patches on the front right
and left shoulder areas to eliminate slippage of the gun butt. The inner
and outer circumference of the liner was increased to pi~ovide for improvid
comfort and fit with the buoyLnt-ballistic assemblies inserted and Velcru
fasteners secured (Figure 10).

Dcca.s.. of the requested ballistic and buoyancy requirements, the
bulkiness of the vest could not be further reduced. Hlowever, the other
design changes were expected to result in improved comfort and fit.

8.



Field Evaluation of Model II Vest. The Model II vest was manufactured
in sizes small, medium and large and was user evaluated. Although results
of the evaluation indicated the vest was conditionally acceptable, the

r following problems were noted:

a, The vest was unsuitable, because of its bulk, for use in enclosed,
weapons-firing stations and engine spaces in small river patrol
boats. It was suitable for exposed stations, hcever, and for use

by boarding and search personnel.
b. it was difficult to fire a shoulder weapon while wearing the vest.
c. The leg straps were a source of constant irritation,they

restricted the wearer in his movements and caused chafing.
Sd. The "shotgun pocket" was not adequate.

e. Armholes were too small and the shoulder coverage too broad to
permit freedom of arm movement for persons assigned to the helsman

, station.

Analysis of questionnaires showed that the Model II vest was conditicnally

acceptable. The crews indicated that they' would wear the vest. It was
recommended that it be issued to crewmen not assigned to enclosed stations
and to personnel engaged in boarding and search operations. The vcst should,
however, be redesigned for improved comifrt, fit, body mobility and reduced
bulkiness.

CONCLUSIONS

Model I and II buoyant-ballistic vests ,.rerc engineer• d for ube by
Naval crcwz subjected to enemy shelling. The vest is ecual in area coverage
to the 12-ply nylon cloth vest. The ballistic assembly, weighing approxi-
mately l4.0 oz/ft2 is composed of 6 plies of 14 oz/yd 2 nylon cloth and 8
plies of 4.5 oz/yd3 polypropylene needle-punched felt, and exhibits a
ballistic limit greater than 1,225 feet per second. The new experimental
vests showed excellent buoyancy of more than 30 pounds, of which 15 pounds
buoyancy is provided by 12 ounces of l/4-inch unicellular, polyethylene
foam for emergency flotation. The vests have been field evaluated and
found conditionally acceptable. Certain design changes were recommended
in the initial Model I vest and these were effected. The principle caute
of complaint for both the Model I a.id the redesigned Model II vests was
ezcesive bulkines5 which restricts normal body movement in tight quarters.
The majority of the evaluators indicated, however, that they would wear
the vest if supplied to them, but they would like further redesign work
for improved comfort, fit, body mobility and reduzed bulkiness. It is
recommended that further research and development efforts be continued to
improve buoyancy and ballistic resistance and redesign the vest to be more
responsive to the needs of Naval personnel.
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Figure 2. Ballistic Assemblies Sealed in Vinyl Bags.
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Figure 3. Split Foam Front/Back Panels for Model I Vest.
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Figure 4. Front View of Model I Vest.
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APPENDIX B. TABLES
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Table III. Ballistic Limits for 8 Plies of Poljpropylene Felt.*

Assembly Weight Thickness Ballistic Limits
(o,/ft) L(inches) (ft/sec)

0848 4.16 1.15 1068

0849 3.68 1.14 1069
0854 4.00 1.21 1c66
0855 3.84 1.14 1071
0856 4.00 1.22 1099
0650 4.80 1.27 1130
0852 4.32 1.23 1102
0853 4.32 1.22 1100
0847 4.48 1.23 1096

*Felt assemblies were prepared from individual 100-yard rolls of felt
containing 352 needle penetrations per square inch.

Table IV. Ballistic Limits with Increasing Plies of Calendered,
Po3ypropylene Felt in Combination with Nylon Cloth.

Assembly Nylon Polypropyline Nylon Felt Assemblies Ballistic
Flies Plies* Weight Thickness Limits

(oz/ft2) (inches) (ft/sec)

a 6 -• 9.4 0.17 953
b 10 - 15.5 0.29 1061
c 12 - 19.0 0.35 1181
d 6 8 13.7 0.61 1173
e 6 12 15.7 0.83 1222
f 6 16 17.7 1.05 1262
g 6 20 19.7 1.27 1277

*Polypropylene Felt - 352 needle penetrations per inch nominal
4.5 oz/yd 2 .
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Table VI. Materials in the Buoyant-Ballistic Vest
(Listed in Order From Front to Back).

Materials Purpose Layers Areal Density
(oz/ft 2 )

3-ounce Nylon Oxford Cloth Outer Shell Liner 1 0.336

8-mil PVC Film Waterproof Bag 1 0.528

Ballistic Nylon Cloth Ballistic Protection 6 9.696

8-mil PVC Film Waterproof Bag 2 1.056

Polypropylene Felt Ballistic Protection 8 4.224

8-mil PVC Film Waterproof Bag 1 0.528

1/h-inch Polyethylene Foam Inherent Buoyancy 3 2.688

3-ounce Nylon Oxford Cloth Outer Shell Liner 1 0.336

TOTAL 19.392

Table VII. Ballistic LimitE of New and Used Buoyant-Ballistic Vests.

Description Ballistic Limits
(ft/sec)

New Vest, Model I 1346

New Vest, Model I 1316

Utsd VvtbL, Model I 1374

Used Vest, Model I 1384

Used Vest, Model I 1348

B-6



Table VIII. Bucyancy Results of 1/4-Inch Polyethylene
Foam From New and Used Vests,

Sample Dry Weight of Foam Buoyancy of Foam Buoyancy

(ozs.) (ozs.) .lbs/1-b foam)

New Foam 10 203 20.3

A, Used Foam 12 203 17.0

B, Used Foam 10 158 15.8

Table IX. Buoyancy Results of Test-Fired,
Medium Size, Buoyant-Ballistic Vest.

Immersion Time Weight of VWst Plus Buoyancy of Vest

Ballast in Water*

Initial 5 lbs., 8 ozs. 35 lbs.

10 minutes 13 lbs. 27 lbs., 8 ozs.

30 minutes 18 lbs., 11 ozs. 21 lbs., 13 ozs.

1 hour 20 lbs., 8 c.2.s. 20 lbs.

1-1/2 hours 20 lbs., 12 ozs. 19 lbs., 12 ozs.

18 hours 20 lbs., 12 ozs. 19 lbs., 12 ozs.

*Weight of ballast in water h0 lbs., 8 ozs.
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